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‘Human’: OED definition

“A human being, a person; a member of the 
species Homo sapiens.”



‘Human’

• Latin homo, related to 
humus, ‘earthling’.



1949





(Semitic / Afro-Asiatic) 
Hebrew adam, ‘man’, ‘of the earth’



English ‘person’, ‘persona’,
Etruscan phersu, ‘mask’



English ‘man’, Sanskrit manu, ‘man’, 
as ‘thinker’



Farsi, Armenian mard, ᾽man’, ‘the mortal one’



Types of semantic change: Bloomfield (1933); Blank (1999)



What can be gained from a universal database:





Example 2:
What can etymology teach us about

the beautiful?



1. Beautiful as ‘(little) good’

• Latin bellus, diminutive of Latin 
bonus ‘good’ (Old Latin 
*duenos).

• Spanish bonito ‘pretty’,
diminutive of Spanish bueno
‘good’.



2. Beautiful… like a flower

From flowers to…
Flour! (la fleur de…᾽the flower of’,

᾽the best part of’



3. Beautiful as luminous and bright

• German schön
• Lithuanian dailus
• Avestan xvaini



4. Beautiful as “worth looking at”

• English sightly
• Anglo-Saxon wlitig, ’beautiful’,

from wlitan ‘to look at’
• Greek eu-eidēs ‘of good sight’, 

‘of good appearance’



5. Beautiful as ‘strong’, ‘warlike’



6. Beautiful 
as ‘familiar’, ‘to which one is accustomed’



7. Beautiful as ‘careful’



Call for collaborators (…and sponsors!)

• Aboriginal languages
• Sino-Tibetan
• Papuan
• Afro-Asiatic
• Bantu
• Vietnamese

• Austronesian
• Caucasian
• Amerindian
• Isolates (like Basque)
• Even Indo-European!



Universal Dictionary in the Lingua Franca: 
(English)
• Under letter B

• BEAUTIFUL….

• Under letter H

• HUMAN…



Limitations…



Poetry and Etymology: wind as breath



Death as Sleep



The Eyes as Sun or Moon
Lord Byron (1788-1824):

She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies;
And all that’s best of dark and bright
Meet in her aspect and her eyes:
Thus mellow’d to that tender light
Which heaven to gaudy day denies.

Old Irish súil ‘eye’ from IE ‘sun’, cf ‘solar’


